New and Improved Behavioral Health Service Matrix on Web
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to (CRF), (MCC), (SHCA), CMDP, MCP, Patricia, Rodd, Ryan, UHC, (ACH), (MCP), CIC), Bob, Cheri, Debra, Kelly, Kim, Laura, Matt, Rachel, Sean, Terri, Todd, Vince, Vincent, Carlos, Lynn, Sherry, Brad, Jack, Laureen, Mark, MMIC, Tia, Christina, Rhonda

The new and improved Behavioral Health Services Matrix (formerly called the B2 Matrix) is now available on the recently added AHCCCS Medical Coding webpage.

https://www.azahcccs.gov/PlansProviders/MedicalCodingResources.html

Please note -

• Instructions on how to use the Matrix: The gold colored tabs have drop down options for you to search the pages. The blue colored tabs contain all the complete information with no drop down capability.
• The revisions tab will reflect all the updates made with date. This "Matrix" will be updated monthly if needed. Always check revision date on top of this page for the most current changes.
• The blue links below will take you to the correct page for the information listed.

Just a reminder, Behavioral Health Services Matrix questions, changes and updates must be submitted via the Reference Table Review and Update (RTRU) Form listed on the page.

Please let us know if you have questions. Thanks!